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ABSTRACT 

While atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been increasingly applied to life science, artifactual measurements or im-
ages can occur during nanoscale analyses of cell components and biomolecules. Tip-sample convolution effect is the 
most common mechanism responsible for causing artifacts. Some deconvolution-based methods or algorithms have 
been developed to reconstruct the specimen surface or the tip geometry. Double-tip or double-probe effect can also in-
duce artifactual images by a different mechanism from that of convolution effect. However, an objective method for 
identifying the double-tip/probe-induced artifactual images is still absent. To fill this important gap, we made use of our 
expertise of AFM to analyze artifactual double-tip images of cell structures and biomolecules, such as linear DNA, 
during AFM scanning and imaging. Mathematical models were then generated to elucidate the artifactual double-tip 
effects and images develop during AFM imaging of cell structures and biomolecules. Based on these models, computa-
tional formulas were created to measure and identify potential double-tip AFM images. Such formulas proved to be 
useful for identification of double-tip images of cell structures and DNA molecules. The present studies provide a use-
ful methodology to evaluate double-tip effects and images. Our results can serve as a foundation to design computer- 
based automatic detection of double-tip AFM images during nanoscale measuring and imaging of biomolecules and 
even non-biological materials or structures, and then personal experience is not needed any longer to evaluate artifactual 
images induced by the double-tip/probe effect. 
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1. Introduction 

Nanotechnology has been emerging as a powerful tool 
for the studies of life science [1]. One of the important 
research endeavors is to understand nanoscale structures 
and life events through the nano-measuring and imaging 
of cells [2-6] or thin sections of them [7], cellular organ-
elles [8], proteins [9-13], polysaccharide [14], DNA [15] 
and others using the instruments such as scanning tun-
neling microscopy (STM), near field scanning optical 
microscope (NSOM) [16-18] and atomic force micro-
scope (AFM) [19-21]. It is important to note that artifac-
tual measurements or images can occur during nanoscale 
analyses of cell components and biomolecules using the 
current-generation instruments. Artifactual or “ghost” 
images due to errors in STM and AFM probing have 
been described by some investigators since the invention 
of scanning probe techniques [22-25]. Such artifactual 
images appear to be associated with steep corrugations or 
sharp structural features on a sample surface [26], and 
with the occurrence of an “extra-tip” on the scanning tip-  

sample interface (double-tip or multiple-tip effect and tip 
asymmetry). 

Since the artifactual measurements or images derived 
from nanoscale operation can certainly jeopardize our 
understanding of the nano-world, the mechanisms by which 
such artifactual images develop have been intensively 
studied and well known [27]. Tip-sample geometric con-
volution effect is the most common mechanism respon-
sible for causing artifacts especially when the size of an 
imaged object or feature is on the same scale as the radius 
of curvature of the AFM tip. At present, some methods 
or algorithms for reconstruction of specimen surfaces or 
tip geometries have been developed mainly by deconvo-
lution [28,29]. 

The mechanism of double-tip/probe effect is different 
from that of convolution effect (Figure 1) [30]. Tip con-
volution occurs when the curvature radius of the tip of a 
single-tip AFM probe is on the same size scale as the 
imaged object of feature, and the tip images the object of 
feature only one time during the imaging process; for  
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(a)              (b)                       (c) 

Figure 1. Schematics of the mechanism of double-tip effect. 
The double-tip AFM probe actually images the object twice, 
getting an image first at the location of the object by tip 1 (a) 
and then a “ghost” image nearby by tip 2 (b). During the 
imaging process of each tip, convolution effect may occur if 
the size of the object is on the same scale as the curvature 
radiuses of the two tips. 

 
double-tip effect, however, the two tips of a double-tip 
probe scan the surface of an object separately, forming 
two images (a real image and a ghost image) of the ob-
ject at two different but adjacent locations (Figure 1) 
[30]. Convolution effect may occur during the imaging 
process of each of the two tips if the size of the imaged 
object is on the same scale as the curvature radiuses of 
the two tips. 

Due to the distinction in mechanism, the previous 
well-developed, deconvolution-based methods or algo-
rithms may be unapplicable to the artifactual images in-
duced by double-tip/probe effect. Unfortunately, up to 
now, there have been no objective methods to facilitate 
the identification or detection of potential artifacts caused 
by double-tip/probe effect. To fill this important gap, we 
made use of our AFM expertise to explore a methodol-
ogy to detect potential artifactual images derived dou-
ble-tip/probe effect by analyzing cell structures and DNA 
or proteins. Generally, it is hard to identify the artifacts 
caused by double-tip/probe effect especially for the linear, 
tangling structures or molecules. To analyze the array 
pattern of real and ghost images makes it possible to 
identify these artifacts since the distance and angle between 
the two tips of a double-tip AFM probe are all fixed. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Human MSC Cultures 

Bone marrow (BM) from human fetus thighbone was 
aspirated into 10 ml syringes within 4 h of harvest. The 
marrow samples were washed and centrifuged twice 
(1000 rpm for 5 min) in mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) 
growth medium (MSCGM; Osiris Therapeutics, USA) 
before suspension in fresh MSCGM. 70% Percoll (Sigma, 
USA) was added into the suspension, and then centri-
fuged at 1500 rpm for 15 min. The suspension with MSCs 
was added to MSCGM medium supplemented with 15% 
FBS. The number of mononuclear cells was determined 
with a hemocytometer and plated in 25-cm2 tissue culture 
flasks at a density of approximately 1 × 105 BM mono-
nuclear cells/cm2. Cells were incubated at 37˚C with 5%  

fully humidified CO2. The first medium change occurred 
after 24 h and then every 3 - 4 days thereafter. Then they 
were processed by trypsinization (0.25% trypsin and 1 
mM EDTA for 5 min at 37˚C) and re-expanded to con-
fluency. After a second passage, the cells were counted 
and assessed for viability by means of Trypan Blue dye 
exclusion. Before AFM imaging, MSCs were incubated on 
the surface of clear cover slips treated with poly-L-lysine 
at 37˚C with 5% CO2 at saturated humidity. 

2.2. Preparation of the Cell and Biomolecule 
Samples for AFM 

Microscope cover slips were cleaned by means of stan-
dard surfactant and rinsed with distilled water. Before 
AFM imaging, sterilized cover slips were placed in cell 
culture dishes containing freshly passaged MSC cells. 
The cells were cultured in conventional culture media in 
all cases and incubated at 37˚C with 5% CO2. After 2 days, 
the cover slips with MSCs were taken from the medium 
directly. After air-fixing rapidly by waving the slip vig-
orously, a 1% glutaraldehyde solution was then added for 
several minutes to rigidify the cells. The cells were washed 
with PBS and then air-dried for 10 min. The sample was 
then examined under the optical microscope and was 
imaged by AFM. 

Calf thymus DNA (Sigma) was dissolved at 1 mg/ml 
in Milli-Q water. A 3 µl drop of the DNA solutions was 
deposited onto a freshly cleaved mica surface. Approxi-
mately 1 min later, the residual solution on the mica was 
carefully removed by a slice of filter paper, followed by 
air-drying. Other DNA solutions were maintained at room 
temperature for several days, and then sampled. At this 
time, most DNA molecules were hydrolyzed into spheri-
cal particles. Collagen type I (Sigma) were dissolved in 
acetic acid, were purposely mixed with unpurified water 
containing particles, were deposited onto mica surface, 
and then were scanned by AFM probe. 

2.3. Atomic Force Microscopy 

The cover slip was mounted on an AFM stage, and the 
integral video camera was used to locate the regions of 
interest. The samples were observed with an AutoProbe 
CP AFM (Thermomicroscopes, USA) in tapping mode. 
Microfabricated silicon nitrite cantilevers (Park Scientific 
Instruments) with sharp tips with a tip radius of curvature 
10 nm and a force constant of approximately 2.8 N/m 
were used. Observation was carried out in air at room 
temperature. The scan speed of the tip was 1 Hz. The 
AFM images were planar leveled using the software 
(Thermomicroscopes Proscan Image Processing Soft-
ware Version 2.1) provided with the instrument. Using 
the line analysis function of the software, widths and 
heights of the regions of interest were determined, and 
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the height profiles of cross sections were obtained. Im-
ages of spheres and linear molecules or structures were 
measured for various line parameters such as horizontal 
and vertical lines connecting the real and ghost molecule, 
and the line-related angles using the line-measuring AFM 
software. 

2.4. Statistical Analyses 

Data are expressed as the mean ± SD. ANOVA and stu-
dent t test analyses were undertaken to determine the 
extent to which Φ and x values obtained by measure-
ments resemble those Φ and x values calculated by 
mathematic formulas. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Analyses of Double-Tip Images of Cell 
Structures and Biomolecules 

Artifacts induced by double-tip or double-probe effect 
have been briefly described [31-34] and the underlying 
mechanism has been clarified [30]. However, an effec-
tive method for objectively identifying these artifacts is 
needed. As an initial effort to dissect and identify dou-
ble-tip effects in AFM practice, we sought to analyze and 
define double-tip images of cell structures and biomo- 
lecules. A mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) with fibrillar 
branches was scanned by AFM and assessed for dou-
ble-tip images of cellular structures. First glance of the 
AFM topographic image of MSC on the cover slip sim-
ply revealed the occurrence of extensive and dense fi-
brillar structures around the cell (Figure 2(A)). Careful 
examination allowed the identification of double-tip im-
ages for some of fibrils (marked 1-6, Figure 2(A)), al-
though many tiny fibrillar branches did not show ghost 
(false) images in both the low-magnified and high-ma- 
gnified (bottom left) topographic images. The double-tip 
images were readily illustrated by the sequential height- 
profile analyses of topographic images in six different 
cross sections along one of the fibrillar branches (Figure 
2(A)). Evidently, the width and height of the ghost fibril 
images (a short arrow) were smaller than those of the real 
fibril images (a long arrow). Moreover, with the real fi-
bril image getting smaller, the height of its ghost fibril 
image also became smaller and lower, and even disap-
peared (arrowhead) when the height of the real branch 
reached around 30 nm. The double-tip phenomenon of cell 
structures was more readily revealed in high-magnified 
topography than in the low-magnified image (Figure 
2(B)). Several morphological changes that occurred as a 
result of double-tip effect were shown in the magnified 
image of the cell. First, the repetition of branches (green 
doted areas) was noticeable. Secondly, edges of cell were 
extended (pink dotted areas). Finally, large protuberances 
on membrane surface were doubled (blue circles). 

We then sought to analyze double-tip phenomena in 
imaging studies of DNA molecules and single collagen 
fibrils. DNA specimens containing both linear single-chain 
DNA and hydrolyzed DNA spheres were imaged by a 
high-quality AFM tip. Initial AFM scanning showed a 
real image of linear single-chain DNA and individual 
spheres of hydrolyzed DNA (Figures 3(a) and (b)). How- 
ever, the subsequent scanning of the upper area contain-
ing a contaminated particle (black arrow) by the same 
AFM tip resulted in the development of a double-tip and 
the occurrence of double-tip images of the both linear 
DNA and hydrolyzed DNA spheres (Figure 3(b)). The 
single-chain DNA became double-chain DNA in the dou-
ble-tip image; the hydrolyzed DNA spheres were dupli-
cated. In some cases, these false double chain-like DNA 
molecules were comprised of a real single-chain DNA 
and its paralleled artifactual single-chain DNA (ghost 
chain). In other cases, the double-tip effect could gener-
ate the image of a widened DNA chain (arrowheads in 
Figure 3(b)), which looked like a fused double-chain 
DNA molecule (see the mathematic models below for 
explanation). Interestingly, double-tip images of partially 
hydrolyzed linear DNA could look like unwinding dou-
ble helix DNA (Figure 3(c)). 

Similarly, double-tip effect on individual protein mo- 
lecules was also seen. Double-tip images of collagen 
fibrils were identified during AFM scanning and imaging 
of the fibrils and the defined particles that could derive a 
double tip (Figure 3(d)). It should be pointed out that, 
without these referring particles, the double-tip effect 
would be difficult to recognize or distinguish. These re-
ferring particles in unpurified water were purposely 
mixed with collagen fibrils and were deposited on mica. 
The AFM-tip scanning of these particles appeared to 
derive a double tip and the double-tip images of real and 
ghost fibrils (Figure 3(d)). 

Next, we did mathematical analyses of the double-tip 
images (Figure 4), based on which four mathematic 
models were developed (Figure 5). Then, mathematical 
measurements were performed to support the models 
(Figure 6). Based on the four mathematic models, finally, 
we created formulas (Figure 7) potentially useful for cal- 
culating and identifying a potential double-tip image. 

3.2. Mathematical Analyses of Double-Tip  
Images of Cell Structures and Biomolecules 

Mathematical measurements of double-tip images should 
be an important step for dissecting the development of 
double-tip effects during AFM scanning and imaging. 
We used the AFM line-measuring software to measure 
important angles and lines connecting ghost and real 
molecules in a same double-tip topography. Our studies 
indicates that double-tip images of both spherical and 
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(A) 

 
(B) 

Figure 2. Analyses of double-tip images of cell structures. (A) The left panel revealed double-tip images (marked 1-6) of some 
fibrillar branches in a single MSC. Blue arrows indicated true images but not double-tip (ghost) images. The absence of dou-
ble-tip images of a branch was also seen in the high-magnified AFM topographic image (bottom left). The right panel showed 
the double-tip images of a fibrillar branch by analyzing height profiles in a series of cross sections of the fibrillar branch. The 
cross sections a-f corresponded to the blue lines marked by letters a-f, along the branch of the cell in the left topography. The 
long arrow indicated the real image, and the short arrow meant the false (ghost) image induced by double-tip effect. Note that 
the real images were wider and higher than the ghost images. In addition, the ghost images became smaller with the branch 
being smaller, and no ghost was found when the height of the branch was around or less than 30 nm (the arrowhead in sec-
tion F. Scan sizes of the low- and high-magnified images are 50 µm × 50 µm and 2.5 µm × 2.5 µm, respectively. Bar: 10 µm; 
(B) Artifactual double-tip effects on cell morphology and sizes in the higher-magnified AFM topography. Note the repeated 
branches and dilated edges of cell as highlighted by green and pink dashed circles. Measurement errors were easy to occur in 
some parts (arrows) where the ghost images overlapped with the real images. Furthermore, as shown by blue circles, some 
structures on cell membrane surface might also show structural ghosts that were difficult to be distinguished. Scan size: 20 
µm × 20 µm. Bar: 5 µm. 
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(a)                            (b) 

  
(c)                            (d) 

Figure 3. Analyses of double-tip images of biomolecules. (a) 
The control true topographic image of DNA spheres and 
linear DNA, which was scanned by a high-quality tip from 
bottom to top (the fast scan direction is X). Note that there 
was a particle on the top (arrow) that might induce a dou-
ble-tip during the subsequent scanning. Scan size: 5 µm × 5 
µm; (b) The double-tip images of DNA spheres and linear 
DNA in the subsequent scanning of the same square area in 
Figure 3(a) using the same AFM tip (subsequently con-
taminated by the particle mentioned in Figure 3(a)). Note 
that in the magnified square the single DNA spheres 1 and 2 
(and others) now became double spheres in the double-tip 
images. Single-chain linear DNA now looked like double- 
chain DNA-like structures due to the double-tip effect. The 
single linear DNA could also exhibit a widened single-chain 
(arrowheads), which looked like being fused together. Scan 
size: 3 µm × 3 µm; (c) The double-tip images of DNA 
spheres (in circles) and partially-hydrolyzed linear DNA 
molecules. The partially-hydrolyzed DNA could wrongly be 
interpreted as unwinding double helix DNA. Scan size: 1 
µm × 1 µm; (d) The double-tip images of known particles 
and bundles of collagen fibrils. The particles existed in un-
purified water and were purposely mixed with collagen 
fibrils before AFM scanning and imaging. If one did not 
know the contaminated particles (in circles), the double- 
images of single collagen fibrils would be difficult to recog-
nize (purified water does not contain the practices). Scan 
size: 1 µm × 1 µm. 
 
linear molecules share the same angle (Φ) which is 
formed by a horizontal line a and a line x connecting real 
and ghost molecules (Figure 4). For double-tip images of 
spherical fragments or structures, the x line is the same to 
the line c that vertically connects the real and ghost 
spheres in the same double-tip topography (Figure 4(a) 
and Figure 3(b)). For double-tip images of linear mole-
cules or structures, the x appeared to be similar in values  

for each pair of ghost and real molecules, but different in 
values from the c (Figures 4(b), 4(c) and 3(b)). The Φ is 
related to the angle ω formed by a real linear molecule 
and an Φ-related line x. The measurements of these im-
portant angles and lines raises the possibility that math-
ematic models can be generated to dissect and identify 
double-tip images in AFM operation. 

3.3. Mathematic Models for Dissecting  
Double-Tip Images in AFM Scanning of 
Cells or Biomolecules 

Four mathematic models were developed to understand  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b)                               (c) 

Figure 4. Mathematical analyses of double-tip images of cell 
structures and biomolecules. (a) Parameters for measuring 
double-tip images of spheres. The angle (Φ) is formed by a 
horizontal line a and a line x connecting real and ghost 
molecules. Note that the line x is the same as the line c (x = c) 
in the double-tip image of spheres. Here, cosΦ1= c1/a1, and 
cosΦ2 = c2/a2, then Φ1 = arccos(c1/a1), and Φ2 = arccos 
(c2/a2). Using formula 2 in Figure 7(a) (see below), the fol-
lowing can be expected: x = c/{cos[φ – arccos(c/a)]}, x1 = c1, 
and x2 = c2. Since c1 is the same as c2 (c1 = c2), it can be 
concluded: x1 = x2 = c1 = c2 and Φ1 = Φ2. (b) and (c) Pa-
rameters for measuring double-tip images of linear mole-
cules in different positions or orientations. Note that the 
position, in which the double-tip images are located, is im-
portant for determining which group of formulas are used 
to calculate x and Φ (Figures 6(a) and 7). 
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the mechanical and optical mechanisms for the encoun-
tered ghost images derived from double-tip effects: 1) 
Double-tip image model of spherical molecules (Figure 
5(a)). When two or more spherical molecules with dif-
ferent sizes were scanned by an AFM double-tip, dou-
ble-tip images of these spherical molecules have follow-
ing common features. The ghost spheres are as big as or 
smaller than real molecules. Importantly, Φ, x, or c value 
is the same for all pairs of real and ghost spheres in the 
same double-tip images. That is x1 = x2; c1 = c2; Φ1 = 
Φ2; c = x (Figure 4(a)). The ghost images of spheres are 
relatively easy to recognize; 2) Double-tip image model of 
curving linear molecules (Figure 5(b)). This model pro-
poses that in the double-tip image of curving linear 
molecules, linear ghosts are paralleled to real linear 
molecules. Sometimes, such double-tip effects can make 
the curving linear molecules look like unwinding double 
helix DNA (Figures 3(c) and 5(b)). The x values are 
almost invariable, i.e. x1= x2 = x3 = x4 (blue lines in 
Figure 5(b)). However, c values (c1 – c4) are different to 
each other and to x in the same double-tip image (red 
lines in Figures 5(b) and (d)); 3) Double-tip image model 
of a global cell (Figure 5(c)). The double-tip effect can 
en- large the circular shape of the global cell along the x 
line that forms the angle Φ (Figure 5(c)). Similarly, dou-
ble-tip images of the cell structures share similar x (x1 = 
x2) but different c lines (c1 ≠ c2) (Figure 5(c)). If dou-
ble-tip effect involves a global cell with branches, the 
ghost images of cellular branches can be explained by the 
model 2) as described above; 4) Double-tip image model 
of multiple short linear fragments or molecules (Figure 
5(d)). This model helps to dissect complex double-tip 
images of short fragments of individual linear DNA or 
protein molecules in AFM scanning. Each pair of ghost 
and real short fragments of linear molecules has a differ-
ent c but shares a same x or Φ in a given double-tip AFM 
topography. Importantly, two critical points, in which 
short fragments of linear molecules are positioned, can 
be defined to determine how c and x values for the im-
ages evolve in different imaging positions. When the 
angle ω is at 90˚, the short fragment of a real linear 
molecule is positioned in a critical point 1 and is perpen-
dicular to the x that connects the ghost and real linear 
molecule (Figure 5(d)). In this case, the c equals to the x, 
and reaches its maximum value, c = x, [c = xsin(180˚ – 
ω); c = xsin(180˚ – 90˚); c = xsin90˚; thus c = x]. When 
the ω is at 180˚ or 0˚, the short fragment of a real linear 
molecule is positioned to the critical point 2. Thus, the c 
value is 0, indicating that a ghost linear molecule over-
laps with or gets close to the real linear molecule. Within 
the range of 0˚ < ω < 90˚, an increase in the ω value is 
associated with an increase in c value (Figure 5(d)), 
which is consistent with the increases in c1 – c4 values for  

distances connecting ghost and real linear molecules 
(Figure 5(d)). In contrast, in the range of 90˚ < ω < 180˚ 
an increase in ω is associated with a reduction in c values 
(Figure 5(d)). Such a prediction is practically true for the 
decreases in c5 – c7 values (Figure 5(d)). This can help 
to explain why some ghost images are close to real im-
ages and others are far from their real images in various 
segments of the curving linear biomolecules shown in 
Figures 3(b), 3(c) and 5(b). The reason why some ghost 
and real images of linear molecules are fused as single 
widen linear molecules (shown by arrowheads in Figure 
3(b)) is that the real linear molecules are close to the 
critical point 2 (c = 0), with minimum distance between 
the ghost and real linear molecules. 

 

 
(a)                    (b)                    (c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 5. Four mathematic models for dissecting artifactual 
images caused by double-tip effect. (a) Double-tip image 
model of spherical molecules or structures; (b) Double-tip 
image model of linear curving molecules or structures. The 
black and gray wide lines represented the real and ghost 
images of the linear curving molecule, respectively; (c) Dou-
ble-tip image of the spherical cell; (d) Double-tip image of 
multiple fragments of linear molecules. The black and pink 
lines meant the real and ghost images of fragments of linear 
molecules or cell structures, respectively. Indicated were 
two critical points, in which c values evolve with changes in 
ω (the angle formed by an x line and a real fragment). 
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3.4. Mathematical Measurements and Formulas 
for Identifying Double-Tip Images in AFM 
Scanning of Cells or Biomolecules 

The detailed dissecting of double-tip effects in our mod-
els should make it possible to measure and identify po-
tential double-tip images. Our mathematic models de-
scribed above suggest that potential double-tip images of 
biomolecules share a same x but different c value. It is 
likely that measurements of x and c values could facili-
tate the recognition and identification of double-tip im-
ages of cell structures and biomolecules during AFM 
scanning. To prove this concept, we measured a, c, Φ 
and x in the defined double-tip images as shown in Fig-
ure 2. Since spherical and linear molecules or structures 
shared an invariant x or Φ in the same double-tip topog-
raphy, we first measured the x or Φ values of ghost 
spheres 1 and 2 at Figure 2(d), and then made use of the 
Φ to measure the corresponding x, and c values for linear 
double-tip images 3 through 8 using the AFM line- 
measuring software. The measured x values for the 
spherical double-tip images 1 and 2 at Figure 2(d) were 
very close to the c values measured by the cross-section 
line that vertically connects the real and ghost spheres 
(Figure 5(a)), confirming the scenario x = c in the dou-
ble-tip image of spheres (Figure 3(a)). The measure-
ments of linear images using the Φ derived from spheri-
cal images indicated that all the linear double-tip images 
3 through 8 had very similar x values but had different c 
values (Table 1 and Figure 5(a)). Similarly, when cell  

 
Table 1. Mathematic measurements indicated that double- 
tip images of DNA molecules had similar x values but dif-
ferent c values. 

Parameters 
#DNA Fragments 

a (nm) c (nm) Φ x (nm) 

1*   70˚ 43.25 

2   70˚ 42.95 

3** 70.31 41.51 70˚ 43.22 

4 35.16 31.51 70˚ 43.56 

5 60.59 40.50 70˚ 43.66 

6 46.88 36.92 70˚ 44.84 

7 70.31 30.31 70˚ 43.28 

8 46.88 26.26 70˚ 44.75 

Mean 
55.02 ± 
14.32 

34.50 ± 
6.09 

70˚ 43.89 ± 0.72

#DNA fragments 1 through 8 corresponded to those DNA molecules marked 
1 - 8 in Figure 3(b); *Fragments 1 and 2 were hydrolyzed DNA spheres as 
marked in the Figure 3(b). For spherical molecules, the x equals to the c 
(see the legends for Figures 4(a) and 6(a)); **The Φ value detected in 
spherical DNA fragments 1 and 2 was used to measure x values for the lin- 
ear DNA fragments 3 - 8, since in the same double-tip topography spherical 
and linear molecules had a same Φ and x. 

fibril ghosts were measured for c and x values at 23 dif- 
ferent sites of double-tip images in the Figure 2(a), we 
found these double-tip images had the similar x but dif-
ferent c values (Figure 5(b)). These results suggest that 
mathematic measuring of x and c values is useful for 
recognition and identification of double-tip images at 
AFM scanning and imaging. 

Given that the measuring of x relies on Φ, and that it is 
quite challenging to precisely measure the Φ if no 
spheres with obvious double-tip images are present in the 
same topography, it would be important to develop an 
objective and non-bias methodology to identify double- 
tip images. For this purpose, we created formulas to cal- 
culate and identify a potential double-tip image based on 
four mathematic models as described above. We then 
tested these formulas for the capacity to characterize and 
identify double-tip images. These mathematic formulas 
allow one to calculate x values for individual images of 
spheres/particles and linear molecules or their fragments 
(Figure 7(a)). While c and a values can be measured 
using the AFM line-measuring software, a Φ value can 
be calculated based on the formula 1. Then, the known Φ 
value allows one to calculate an x value using the for-
mula 2 (Figure 7(a)). Since calculations of Φ and x using 
the formulas require any two random sites of potential 
double-tip images, three different modifications of the 
equations are further developed based on the each im-
age’s position relative to the angle ω (Figures 7(b)-(d), 
and Figures 4(b) and (c)). Using these equations, sus-
pected double-tip images of cell structures or molecules 
at multiple sites can be measured for a and c values, and 
calculated for Φ and x values. Double-tip images can 
then be determined based on the invariant x and different 
c values for the multiple sites in a same topography. 

To test the authenticity and utility of these mathematic 
formulas for identifying potential double-tip images of 
spherical and linear molecules or their fragments, we 
took advantage of defined double-tip images of spherical 
structures or particle and linear molecules in the Figure 
3(b) to measure a and c, and then calculate Φ and x at 
random two-site combination of double-tip images of 
DNA spheres and linear DNA molecules (Figure 3(b)). 
The results indicate that the x values are almost the same, 
whereas c values are completely different for the any two 
sites of linear DNA molecules or fragments (Table 2). 
The Φ and x values calculated from the formulas were 
indeed quite similar to those measured Φ and x values 
shown in Table 1. The calculation of Φ and x in 6 ran-
domly-selected sites of cell fibril ghosts also yielded 
similar Φ and x values as measured in Figure 6(b) (Ta-
ble 3). The data showing the “same” x but different c 
values are consistent with the observation of the defined 
double-tip images of spheres and linear molecules or  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6. Mathematic measurements indicated that double- 
tip images of spheres and linear molecules or structures had 
similar x values but different c values. (a) The measured x 
values were similar to the c values, which were determined 
based on the measurements through height profile analyses 
of the cross section of both the real DNA sphere and ghost 
sphere 1 (left) and 2 (right) as marked in Figure 3(b) (see 
Table 1). This is consistent with what is described (x = c for 
double-tip spheres, Figure 4(a)); (b) Mathematic measure-
ments of 23 sites of double-tip images of cell fibrils showed 
similar x values but different c values. The Φ derived from 
double-tip spherical structures were used to measure x and 
c for 23 different sites of double-tip images of cell fibrils in 
Figure 2(a). 
 
structures as shown in Figures 2 and 3, suggesting that 
our mathematic formulas can be used to identify any 
pairs of real/ghost spheres and linear molecules. 

Thus, the direct measurement and mathematic formula-
tion provide a useful methodology to evaluate double-tip 
images. Our results can serve as a foundation to design 
computer-based automatic detection of double-tip/probe 
AFM images during nanoscale measuring and imaging of 
cell structures and biomolecules. However, for practical 
purposes of this methodology, it is necessary to recruit 
some specialists in other fields like computer science to 
figure out a practically implementable form for AFM 
instruments. 
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(d) 

Figure 7. Mathematic formulas can be used to identify dou-
ble-tip images of spherical and linear molecules or struc-
tures. (a) Basic formulas for calculating Φ and x values for 
suspected double-tip images; (b) Modified formula 1. This 
equation group was used to calculate Φ and x values when 
the random two sites of images for calculation were both 
orientated in the positions (0˚ < ω < 90˚), as shown at Figure 
4(b); (c) Modified formula 2. This equation group was used 
to calculate Φ and x values when the random two sites of 
images for calculation were both orientated in the positions 
(90˚ < ω < 180˚) as shown at Figure 4(c); (d) Modified for-
mula 3. This equation group was used to calculate Φ and x 
values when one of the random two sites of images for cal-
culation was orientated in the positions (0˚ < ω < 90˚) as 
shown at Figure 4(b) and the other was in the positions (90˚ 
< ω < 180˚) as shown in Figure 4(c). The ω is an angle 
formed by the x line and the imaging line of a real linear 
molecule or fragment (Figure 4). 
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Table 2. Mathematic formulas (Figure 7) made it possible to 
calculate Φ and x values at random two sites of imaged 
molecules and to identify double-tip images of linear mole-
cules as defined in Figure 3(b) (Mean Φ = 70.17 ± 2.23; 
Mean x = 43.18 ± 1.16). 

   x# 
Φ 

3* 4 5 6 7 8 

3  43.08 42.27 42.98 43.24 43.50

4 69.33  43.74 43.43 43.42 44.05

5 64.69 70.26  43.94 43.55 43.91

6 68.83 69.83 70.88  43.43 43.90

7 70.05 69.81 69.64 69.81  39.32

8 71.20 70.66 70.79 70.80 75.97  

*The individual sites 3 through 8 of double-tip images corresponded to those 
linear DNA molecules marked in Figure 3(b). The sites 1 and 2 were dou-
ble-tip images of spherical DNA fragments and, in this case, the c equals to 
the x (see Figure 4(a), Figure 7(a) and Table 1); #Formulas in Figure 7 (b) 
were used to calculate x and Φ for any two random sites of imaged frag-
ments 3 - 6 as marked in Figure 3(b). The formulas in Figure 7(c) were 
used to calculate x and Φ for the two random sites of fragments 7 and 8. The 
formulas in Figure 7(d) were used to calculate x and Φ for one of fragments 
3 - 6 and one of the fragments 7 - 8 (see Figures 7(a)-(d) for details); Statis-
tical analyses indicated that Φ and x values measured at Table 1 signifi-
cantly resemble those Φ and x values calculated in Table 2 by mathematic 
formulas. 

 
Table 3. Mathematic formulas (Figure 7) made it possible to 
calculate Φ and x values at random two sites of imaged cell 
structures and to identify double-tip images of cell branches 
as defined in Figure 2(a) (Mean Φ = 124.68 ± 0.15; Mean x 
= 404.18 ± 12.93). 

   x 
Φ 

1* 2 3 4 5 6 

1  386.81 411.67 389.35 392.14 396.14

2 124.49  392.85 412.73 410.35 404.77

3 124.78 124.81  402.46 422.97 421.34

4 124.55 124.57 125.08  415.16 418.31

5 124.60 124.58 124.70 124.58  385.65

6 124.65 124.63 124.71 124.61 124.80  

*The formulas in Figure 7(c) were chosen to calculate Φ and x for any two 
random sites of six double-tip images of cell fibrils in Figure 2(a); Statisti-
cal analyses indicated that Φ and x values measured at Figure 6(b) signifi-
cantly resemble those Φ and x values calculated in Table 3 by mathematic 
formulas. 

 
ment (No. GJJ10305). 
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